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The History Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Voices of Benslow Music Trust,
Margaret Ashby, This delightful book chronicles the history of the Benslow Music Trust, in Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, with the building of the house now known
as Little Benslow Hills. Drawing upon archive documents and the personal recollections of many
people associated with Benslow over the years, the author has compiled a book rich in human
interest. It tells of the quiet determiniation of the founder, Mary Ibberson, a Quaker whose vision in
the 1920s of bringing joy of music within reach of all, seemed finally to have been realized after the
Second World War. Then came the turmoil of the 1970s, when the Rural Music Schools Association
decided to sell Little Benslow Hills. The dramatic events of the 'Save Benslow' campaign are
recounted in the words of some of those who were involved at the time. Then follows an account of
the struggle to reform and rebuild, culminating in the magnificent lottery-funded complex with
which the Benslow Music Trust is greeting the new Millennium. Illustrated throughout with
photographs, and with some charming line-drawings by Sarah Graham, this book encapsulates the
spirit...
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This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel

I actually started reading this article ebook. I have got read and so i am certain that i will going to study once more yet again in the future. I am just very
happy to inform you that this is the finest publication we have read in my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II--  Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II
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